
Premier Paint
Protection II

Much like a good sunscreen protects our skin, paint 
protection shields a vehicle’s valuable paint surface from 
dangerous ultraviolet rays. Equally important, paint 
protection creates a protective barrier that shields the 
paint from environmental hazards. Many environmental 
agents can permanently damage painted surfaces: 
industrial fallout, acid rain, tree sap, bird droppings and 
road salt. Appearance-wise, paint protection brings out 
and maintains the depth and luster that is within every 
professional paint job.

Applying wax and polish to your car takes time and 
energy. Detailing Centers are expensive and apply oily, 
sub-par wax products. Why go through the extra effort 
and cost when there is a better alternative? The Auto Butler 
Premier Paint Protection II system gives you the protection 
you need and the shine you want - guArAnTEED!

The Auto Butler program seals and protects your vehicle’s 
painted surface by coating it with a protective barrier that 
can be cleaned and restored time after time to provide a    
beautiful, long-lasting finish that will be easy to maintain 
for many years to come.

The Premier Paint Protection II system uses two steps to 
protect your vehicle’s finish. First, we clean and shine the 
surface of the vehicle preparing it for step two - a second 
coat that provides a tough shield against the environmental 
hazards that can destroy your car’s showroom finish. 
And to complete the package, Auto Butler is backed by a 
comprehensive warranty. 

Auto Butler’s two step reapplication program protects your new 
car’s finish for years to come. We even send you reapplication 
reminders to be sure that your car never misses a beauty 
appointment!

 You have two options to choose from:
           •  nine reapplications over five years      
      •  Five reapplications over three years

The Auto Butler program is a convenient, cost-efficient method 
to protect your vehicle’s painted surface and keep your vehicle 
looking showroom new.

Auto Butler interior protection 
takes the worry out of maintaining 
fabrics, leather and upholstery. 
When professionally applied, fabric 
protection thoroughly coats every 
fiber and thread of the vehicle’s fabric 
including the seats, seat backs and 
carpets. More than merely water  repellent, the tough coating 
prevents stains from coffee, soft drink, milk and other water or 
oil based liquids. Fabric protection also prolongs fabric life by 
reducing “thread-on-thread” abrasion from dirt particles trapped 
between the fibers that make up the cloth.

Leather Protection is professionally 
applied to form an invisible barrier 
against the sun’s ultra violet rays, 
dirt and liquids. The product protects 
leather surfaces against fading and 
cracking while allowing the surfaces 
to breathe naturally. Auto Butler’s 
Leather Protection will be reapplied 
every 6 months for the life of the 
warranty.  

“Do-it-yourself” products are water based, evaporate or rub off 
quickly, and do not include a warranty. Our professionally applied 
products last for years and include a warranty that  protects your 
investment and gives you peace of mind.
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JUST A FRIENDLY
    REMINDER...

Return Service Requested

Please bring this 
card with to your 

reapplication 
appointment!

It’s Time For Your 

Paint Protection 
Reapplication

12345-67-89-aB  C6  7/7/72
72 DoDGE  CHarGEr  a1D2C3B1  123456  

To schedule an appointment, please call : 

YOUR DEALERSHIP

Please contact Your Dealership to schedule your 
reapplication appointment. You should have this reapplication 
completed within thirty (30) days of your due date.

Your vehicle needs to be clean before this two step 
reapplication can be applied. we will wash your vehicle, 
clean the windows, remove the bugs and vacuum the interior 
for a nominal fee. 

at the same time, make an appointment for one of these 
recommended services:

Please allow 2 to 5 hours to complete reapplication service. (additional charges 
may apply for excessively dirty vehicles or vehicles with excessive tar or sap.) 

To Susan McConnell:
ITS TIME FOR YOUR AUTO BUTLER

PAINT PROTECTION REAPPLICATION!

____ oil & filter Change     ____ Brake Inspection
____ tire rotation & Balance     ____ front End alignment

While you are at our dealership, take a test drive of one 
of our new or previously owned vehicles.

DEALER
Please return card to:

auto Butler warranty Inc.
4701 Humboldt ave. n.

Mpls. Mn, 55430
612-529-1960

THIS CARD MUST BE 
PRESENTED TO DEALER 
TO MAINTAIN WARRANTY 

COVERAGE

_________________
Due Date

_________________
R.O. Amount
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